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Choosing a wholesome lifestyle doesn't have to mean an eternity of deprivation. This book is
filled up with decadent desserts and baked items that display how eating healthy can be an
expression of artwork. Throughout the book there are tips on why each one of the substituted
substances are healthful and what they do to our metabolism. The colour photos are truly art.
Included are quality recipes for your favorite comfort foods like chocolate cake, blondie brownies,
chocolate chip cookies, and several, many more, along with some valuable tips and specifics to
help one along the trip of learning how to eat as an art.
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Good Recipes, Poor Design I bought this cookbook because I am about a low-carb diet and had
started to use coconut flour and almond flour in my own baking rather than wheat flour, and this
cookbook uses these two flours almost exclusively. I've tried a few of the recipes right now plus
they all came out good.!My initial complaint concerning this cookbook is the usage of incredibly
expensive substances. For instance, when designating the heat to set the oven, recipes condition
either 350 degrees, 350 degrees F, 350 degrees Fahrenheit, or 350°F. The cookbook also uses
ChocoPerfection Bar for a number of the chocolate in quality recipes, which chocolate bar is
certainly crazy expensive. This reserve was the answer! You move Maria! I understand that
almond flour and coconut flour are expensive, and I understand that natural sugar substitutes
are also costly, but many recipes call for three various kinds of glucose substitutes: erythritol,
stevia glycerite, and Just Like Sugar. Keep all your information/understanding in its own section!
There is absolutely no constant format to any of the dishes. And there are therefore many typos.
Halfway through the tip in the left margin on web page 22 one sentence stops in the middle of a
word then your tip continues with a different sentence. One of the best! I'm not sure which one is
usually supposed to be utilized. While most of these errors don't ruin the quality recipes or the
cookbook, I found them to end up being quite irritating.There is absolutely no publisher or
copyright information listed any place in the book, so I am guessing this cookbook is self
published by the writer. I think the quality recipes are solid recipes, but the cookbook could
certainly use a specialist editor and publisher. Avoid this book unless you're an American All the
measurements in the quality recipes in this book are in ounces and pounds. That limitations the
effective market of this book to Americans and a few very old people who still think when it
comes to the old measurements.Nevertheless, following (in the TOC) is certainly her info on
Blood Pressure, Cavities and Bone Wellness; Have to search through informational parts to
access recipes - poor layout I have purchased several of Maria's books in Kindle structure and a
consistent style of her composing is to talk about her knowledge all through the entire book ...
literally, ALL throughout the book.I will claim this about Maria's information: I trust much of what
she's to state and am trying to incorporate a clean, healthy way of life, making better options to
achieve better health. Some quality recipes supply the Celsius temperature as well, but most
usually do not. I'm sure she would have done so. not really with this book. such as for example
when she provides information on the advantages of "Coconut Flour," but that section ends up
giving details that pertains to Coconut OIL and all It is benefits), you finally start to see the word
"Dishes" accompanied by Carmel (sic) Sauce and Chocolate Sauce. The first few recipes I saw
produced me want my $10 back. Five Stars Love her books, wish all of them! Sigh . This goes on
throughout the remaining Table of Contents and, therefore, the book.I simply think that the
format is all wrong and it could have been simpler to see a set of recipes only, rather than having
to get past all the informational sections on the way.I price this publication 3 stars mainly for the
nontraditional method she formats her books but also because We doubt very seriously I'll ever
get to use these recipes due to the sweeteners chosen. I can't truthfully say what I expected, but
after reading the evaluations for erythritol, stevia glycerite, EXACTLY LIKE Sugar, and additional
sweeteners she chooses for her recipes, I'm not really convinced I would like to spend the cash
these items cost to be able to "try" them to see 1) if I like them, and 2) if my BODY likes them.An
easier format, and one easier to follow, is always to separate the dishes to their own section,
therefore one can very easily find the recipe list. Therefore, while I'm thankful for the data I've
gained through reading her books and her blog, I regret this particular purchase. I've a nice tooth
that has been my dieting/wellness downfall over time and I really was looking forward to being
able to involve some desserts, but I don't see this occurring .!. After the TOC gets former her

basic info (which, by the way, is repeated in ALL her books I've bought up to now, with the same
mistakes and everything; Very very happy I purchased this book Very extremely happy I bought
this book! I really like the blondies and chocolate chip cookie dishes. The recipe for Almond
Pleasure is mouth watering.3 Yum!! Maria Emmerich is so great! This cookbook also provides lot
of helpful info on the different ingredients including their different health benefits. <3 LOVE this
book! I've a bad nice tooth when I first started Keto! To buy all the ingredients required, you are
easily spending over $100 just to be able to make one recipe..My other complaint may be the
amateur design and editing of the cookbook. Love Maria Emmerich's dishes! < The recipe in here
for cinnamon coffee cake is quite tasty ! She's great ideas Five Stars had to have some goodies
Total favorite! You are a remedy to prayers!! The elements list for the chocolate chip cookie
recipe demands Just Like Sugar, however the directions say Just Like Brown Sugar. Five Stars I
love all her books . Interesting recipes The book fell apart at the spine. Should have written to the
writer and asked for an upgraded.It's even difficult to complete the Desk of Contents (TOC). The
recipes are pretty good. I've been on a keto routine for seven years, and occasionally I just long
for a sweet. But my caveat is definitely that after consuming artificial sweets, I frequently start
lusting after the real thing. Then, we get another info section on Coconut Essential oil and Weight
Loss, followed by another recipe, this one for Granola. . . after that, finally another recipe comes
after for Cream of "Whey" Cereal.
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